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Abstract: Color vision lack is the powerlessness to separate between the hues. It influences around 1 out of 12 men and 1 of every 200 ladies 

on the planet. In India around 7.5% individuals are influenced by color vision in adequacy. Deficiency of color keenness makes numerous 

issues for the partially blind individuals, from everyday activities to training. Color vision insufficiency, transcendently caused by inherited 

reasons, while, in some uncommon cases, is accepted to be gained by neurological wounds. A color vision lacking will pass up a major 

opportunity certain basic data show in the picture or video. However, with the guide of Image handling, numerous strategies have been 

produced that can alter the picture and subsequently making it appropriate for review by the individual experiencing CVD. This paper 

investigates a portion of the past research in this field and gives the best strategy for alteration of Images for the individuals who are 

experiencing Dichromacy. This paper incorporates three Algorithms LMS Daltonization, RGB color contrast upgrade and Lab color contrast 

and recommends an alternate system which works effectively than the past Algorithms. 

 

Index Terms-- Color vision deficiency, LMS Daltonization, RGB Color contrast, Lab Color correction, Dichromacy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The retina in the Human eye is in charge of the colorvision. Human retina contains three sorts of photoreceptors which are called Cone 

cells. They are L cell, M cell, S cell each comparing to long, medium and short wavelengths of the noticeable range. On the off chance that 

any harm jumps out at these cells, it prompts colorvision insufficiency [1].Based on the sort missing photograph color (L, M, S cells) visual 

impairment grouped to protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia. In light of number of missing cone cells partial blindness is ordered into three 

sorts. They are: 

 

A. Monchromacy: If there is no cone or just a single kind of cone introduce at retina of eye then it is called Monchromacy. In Monchromacy, 

individual can't perceive any shading. All things appear to be dark, white and dim.  

 

B. Dichromacy: If there are just two sorts of cones show at retina of eye then it is called Dichromacy. In Dichromacy, any one kind of cones 

is absent. So data about that specific wavelength is lost. Dichromacy is again of three sorts as indicated by the missing cone. They incorporate  

 

1) Protanopia: If the sort of missing cones is L-cone then it is called Protanopia. Because of protanopia, long wavelength colordata is lost, so 

the individual experiencing protanopia can't see red shading. This is called „Red blindness‟.  

 

2) Deuteranopia: If the sort of missing cones is M-cone then it is called Deuteranopia. Because of deuteranopia, medium wavelength colordata 

is lost, so the individual experiencing deuteranopia can't see green shading. This is called Green blindness‟.  

 

3) Tritanopia: If the sort of missing cones is S-cone then it is called Tritanopia .Due to tritanopia, short wavelength color data is lost, so the 

individual experiencing tritanopia can't see blue shading. This is called Blue blindness‟.  

The accompanying figure sees how the color picture appears to a visually challenged watcher relying upon the sort of partial blindness. 

 

C. Anomalous Trichromacy: In this condition all the types of cones are present but they are not aligned properly. Hence, the sensitivity to a 

particular color is reduced.  

 

 
 

Fig 1. Image perception of a Dichromat 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Throughout the years, notwithstanding seeing how visually challenged people see colornext to no work done to improve their recognition. 

Numerous strategies had been created however none of the approach handles Colorblindness in the way this paper does.  

 

In light of the provide details regarding one-sided dichromat individual by [3], colorless hues and in addition some different shades are 

seen correspondingly by the two eyes (around wavelengths of 475 nm and 575 nm by people with protanopia and deuteranopia, and 485 nm 

and 660 nm by Tritanopia). This framed a reason for advancement of numerous strategies for picture alteration and change as it gave compelling 

understanding to the impression of pictures as seen by individual with CVD. In the work done by [4], this range has been mapped in the XYZ 

colorspace. They likewise mapped perplexity lines in this colorspace, which speak to headings along which there is no colorvariety as indicated 

by dichromats observation. By anticipating hues through disarray lines into the diminished array, they have characterized an exact strategy for 

reproducing dichromacy.  

 

Last mentioned, some other comparative works have been created by [5]. In this strategy, the colorarray of dichromats is mapped to two 

semi-planes in the LMS colorspace, while the creators obliged the heading of disarray lines to be parallel to the course of the colorspace 

tomahawks L, M, or S, contingent upon whether the dichromacy sort is protanopia, deuteranopia, or tritanopia, individually. In the LMS 

colorspace, the first hues are orthographically anticipated to comparing semi-planes, along the heading characterized by the hub speaking to 

the influenced cone. These methods have delivered great outcomes for the instances of dichromacy, yet they can never be summed up to 

alternate instances of CVD [6][7]. It has been discovered that both the procedures i.e recreation and adjustment were effectively coordinated 

into a perception framework, which permitted the reasonable approval of its outcomes. The two works have been distributed in representation 

diary [8].  

 

III. IMAGE MODIFICATION  

 

Numerous calculations had been recommended for the change of Images so partially blind people will see picture detail plainly. This has 

been examined in detail by [10][11][12]. Other than these, numerous more procedures are accessible yet we focus on following three as they 

give some measure of hypothetical differing qualities.  

 

1) LMS Daltonization  

 

2) RGB Color Contrasting  

 

3) LAB Color Correction  

 

1) LMS Daltonization:  

In 1798, John Dalton was the principal known researcher to depict visual weakness in detail, as he found to be partially blind himself. In 

the wake of concentrate his colorvision, contrasting his outcomes and his sibling, who was additionally visually challenged, and conversing 

with other partially blind individuals whom he found amid his examination, he set up together a rundown of Characteristic Facts of our Vision 

.The procedure of LMS daltonization utilizes the data lost in the deuteranopia reenactment in order to enhance the first picture [10]. Here, at 

first the picture is changed over from RGB colorspace to LMS colorspace. To change over the picture from RGB colorspace to LMS colorspace 

there is a straightforward direct lattice given by 
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 This operation is applied to each and every pixel of image and it gives new set of pixel values whose information is now defined in 

LMS color space. We can remove information associated with green color and replace it with information perceived with L and S cones this 

requires another matrix multiplication operation which is given as follows 
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This leads to removal of the medium wavelength information and the new M pixel is filled appropriately, thus, deuteranopia has been 

simulated. To get a view for the results, we simply Convert back to the RGB color space by once again performing matrix multiplication on 

each LMS pixel. This time the matrix is the inverse of that found in Equation. Following flow chart will describe the process of LMS 

Daltonization. 
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Fig 2.The Process Flow Chart of Daltonization 

 

2) RGB Color Contrasting:  

 It adjusts the values of image’s RGB so as to enhance the contrast between red and green. It finely results in making green pixels 

appear to be bluer. This is proved to be efficient in modification of an image in respect to enhancement of its contrast [11]. The process involves 

halving every pixel in the original image so as to provide  

Room for pixel values to be increased 

 

 
Fig 3.Flow chart of RGB Color Contrasting 

 

For each pixel, three operations are undertaken. The first step: to increase the value of the pixel’s red component relative to pure red. Reds 

further from pure red are increased significantly while reds already very close to pure red are only marginally increased. Second step: the green 

component of each pixel is manipulated next by applying exactly the same logic as that used on the red components. Finally, the value of the 

blue component is reduced for pixels that are mostly red. Moreover, for thepixels that are mostly green, the blue component is increased. 

3) Lab Color Correction:  

 The thought process of this calculation is to adjust reds and greens of a picture to expand color difference and clearness for a visually 

challenged individual [12]. It varies from RGB Color Contrasting in the regard that it is performed in the LAB color space. The calculation by 

and large works as takes after. The transformation of unique picture pixels from RGB to LAB color space is performed. The principal operation 

includes every pixel's A part, where a positive A methods nearer to red and negative A methods nearer to green. Like RGB Color Contrasting, 

this A value is balanced in respect to its greatest, making positive esteems more positive and negative esteems more negative. Presently, in 

every pixel the B part is balanced with respect to how green or red it is so as to bring out blue and yellow shades in the picture. At last, L, the 

shine of the pixel, is likewise viewed as and balanced in respect to the pixels A n esteem. Change of picture back to the RGB color space is 

done and it is linked to guarantee pixel esteems lie in the vicinity of zero and one.  

 

When contrasted with RGB Color Contrasting, there is absence of clear hypothetical premise in this calculation as it is likewise in light of trial 

systems that depend for the most part on experimentation within the sight of a visually challenged watcher. 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

To enhance the representation encounter partially blind people we proposed another system for adjustment of pictures so watchers get the 

best visual experience for a picture our point is to change the hues and balance so watchers with CVD can recoup the lost hues to a degree. 

This system requires the nearness of patient and in light of the input given by understanding we modify pictures. This procedure could be 

coordinated into compact gadgets like scenes, web programs, which would affect their day by day lives.  The accompanying piece outline 

demonstrates a few stages on which proposed paper depends. 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Block diagram for image Modification(Proposed) 
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 Input image: The image to be adjusted and modified is given to input system.  

 Pre-processing: The Pre-processing of the image involves all the image acquisition to be performed and conversion into required planes 

to be done.  

 Image Modification:  This is the main block where the algorithm is applied to the image and correction is done to image. 

 Post processing: Post-processing is the next step of this journey, where the reconstruction of image is performed so as to visualize the 

effects of the algorithm.  

 Output image: Finally, the output image is received at output system. 

 

V. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMNTATION 

 

This technique is basically called Pixel Recolorisation since it focuses on recoloring the pixel values at desired locations in the images 

instead of focusing on whole image we define Region of Interest (ROI) in image and modify that region. To understand the exact procedure 

for modification let we draw a detailed flow chart that represents the sequential procedure.  

 
Fig 5. Flow chart of Proposed Methodology 

 

This technique can be implemented in any language it requires less memory and processing speed is more when compared to previous 

techniques and it yields better results when compared to other methods. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Around 7% of the total populace is influenced by CVD that essentially impacts their expert and individual lives. The proposed paper 

comprehends this condition and gives arrangements that enhance the personal satisfaction of these people. This paper proposes another 

Algorithm for Modification of Images for Colorblind watchers. With the assistance of these calculations, the CVD watcher will have the 

capacity to see the data that was lost because of his partial blindness. 
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